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From the President
By Jim Carruthers
Fellow Members:
A lot has happened since my Spring
2012 Soundings report. Well it just didn’t
‘happen’ - it required a tremendous amount
of work by your Board of Directors to move
NAC-O so far in such a short time. Your
Board has met throughout the summer and
maintains a continuing exchange on almost
a daily basis. We have been working hard
and I submit it shows.

In this edition…
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When I last wrote you we were getting
close to the Conference and AGM events
scheduled for 31st May through 3rd June.
Tom DeWolfe and his team were working
non-stop as the date grew closer. I recently
said to a senior naval officer that I thought
it had gone well and he replied, “…you guys
hit it out of the park!” The Conference was a
huge success and it helped raise the profile
of the RCN – I have seen the conference
quoted in a continuing series of national
level publications – and it helped establish
NAC as a player in the national debate. The
boat cruise, lunch, reception, Board
meetings, AGM, and wind-up medal
presentation events were all well-attended
and they set a standard other host branches
will have to work hard to equal.
Eric Deslauriers has put together an
exciting program for the coming year, one
which focuses on naval affairs / strategy.
See Eric’s article later in this issue or
consult our website to get an update on
program happenings. As Branch VP, Eric
has also undertaken to examine our
founding documents and where necessary
update them to reflect current realities and
new government legislation affecting nonprofit organizations such as the NAC.
We have continued to increase
membership and recently passed the 350
mark. More importantly is the quality of new
members, who have joined us from a variety
of walks of life. Crucially, our average
member age is trending down - a major and
important change. Ottawa now constitutes
about a third of the whole national
organization. I hope you will all continue to
work with our Membership Director Richard
Gimblett as we work to attract those who
are interested in supporting our Navy.
If you haven’t had a look at our new and
improved website [www.navalassoc.ca/],
please give it a go. Bob Bush has been
adding content and generally making the
information you need more accessible. Find
out details on events and read current and
past issues of Starshell and Soundings.
Shortly Bob will be adding a ‘store’ where
you can buy NAC-logoed items, and as soon
Soundings November 2012
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as we receive approval we will be adding
RCN-logoed items. The quality is great and
the prices reasonable – wear them with
pride!
And speaking of Soundings, Editor
Richard Archer wants your stories and
opinions for the ever popular newsletter.
Soundings is evolving into more than just a
Branch newsletter – it’s becoming more of a
journal. Although Richard has also taken of
the job of putting together a national Naval
Affairs group he continues to put together
one of the best Branch news and ideas
organs in the country.
Heather Armstrong and John
Pickford have picked up Member Support
from Denny Boyle. They have taken a
different approach, and to quote the new
terms of reference: “The primary
responsibility for the Director Member
Support is to provide, when requested, NAC
Ottawa members and their families
assistance, referral and guidance to address
matters in the event of illness,
hospitalization or death of a member or
spouse. As well, the Director of Member
Support is available to assist in obtaining
point-of-contact information in support of
members dealing with outside authorities.”
See the complete TORs on page 11.
Our new Secretary Bob Hamilton
faithfully records the happenings of our
monthly meetings somehow turning the
wandering verbiage of your directors into
minutes that capture what we think we
wanted to say.
John Chow agreed to take on the job
of Treasurer when he retired a few years
back; however, his retirement ended after a
few months and he found himself with two
jobs. John Millar has now volunteered to
step in as Treasurer and John C has agreed
to continue supporting the Branch as a
Director-at-Large.
Mike Young has taken on the job of
Salty Dips editor from David John, but we
continue to search for a Salty Dips Director
[Chair of the Salty Dips Committee]. We
have decided the next Volume 10 should
focus on the submarine service and be
published in 2014 to coincide with the
service’s 100th anniversary.
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It’ll be a challenging but exciting and
interesting opportunity – please consider
whether you might like to tackle the job of
Chair of the Salty Dips Committee, or know
of someone who would fit the bill.
As you may know, the Branch,
independent of the Endowment Fund, puts
up a Sea Cadet scholarship every year from
donations directed to that cause the haul
from the famous [infamous?] ‘white box’
always present when Fred Herrndorf is
around. For the first time in a number of
years in the latest effort we raised enough to
support the scholarship without a top-up.
Keep up the good work, Fred!
Ken Bowering leads our Naval Affairs
effort at the Branch and along with Richard
Archer, Ken has published articles this
during the summer. More are planned in the
coming months in support of Navy
initiatives as this part of our work continues
to ramp up. Paul Dunn as Director
Communications lends his expertise to the
effort as he did for the June conference.
The so-called Super Wednesday
Event [SWE] format for our spring and fall
receptions has proven to be popular,
increasing attendance by both our members
and senior naval types. Jay Plante will next
turn his attention to how we might start to
expand the existing successful Battle of
Atlantic ceremony into a weekend of
celebrating our Navy. The 2013 event will
likely be small and possibly an expanded
version of the current ball, but with your
ideas we hope to build a weekend that
celebrates the RCN.
As we expand our activities we need a
larger crew. Steve King has agreed to join
as a new Director-at-Large and I expect we
will add one or two more Directors in the
coming year. If you are interested in joining
the crew, please let me know.
I hope you will agree we have come a
long way and accomplished a lot during the
past year or two. This ‘happened’ because of
the dedication and hard work of your
Directors, who have devoted many hours to
help grow NAC into the organization that
Canada needs.
Jim Carruthers S
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OUR PROGRAM

schedule may force a change to the
date of his presentation.

By Eric Deslauriers
Our monthly speaker's night is a
major focus of our program as we try to
understand where the RCN is going and
translate that into how we might help. In
2009-10 we looked at ship procurement and
shipbuilding (Our Ships), in 2010-11 at the
state of the Navy’s personnel (Our People)
and last year at ships combat systems
(Payload).
For this year our theme is Canadian
Naval Strategy (sorry no catch phrase), in
other words, how does Canada plan to use
the ships, people and payloads to achieve
vital national objectives.
At our October meeting RAdm Ron
Lloyd, Chief of Force Development, spoke on
Canadian military strategy (and also on the
latest RIMPAC exercise), to lay the
foundation for the rest of the year, as naval
strategy must support the national military
strategy.
For the remainder of the year the plan
is as follows (note only the November speaker
is confirmed):
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-

On 5th November Capt(N) Joe Sipos,
Director Maritime Strategy, will
provide an overview of the RCN’s
strategy, where the RCN is headed for
the next 40 years and what will be its
concept of operations. (Confirmed)

-

For our 3rd December meeting we
have invited Mr. Jake Jacobson,
recently retired as COS ADM Mat, to
speak on the Critical & Strategic
Technologies Initiative.

-

For our 4th February meeting (as is
customary, we won’t have a meeting in
January) we intend to invite the USN
Naval Attaché to provide us a briefing
on USN strategy.

-

For 4th March we have invited the
Commander RCN, VAdm Paul
Maddison, to speak to us on whatever
he thinks is important. As always, his

-

For 1st April we intend to invite an
academic to speak and provide some
“out of the box” ideas on Canadian
naval strategy.

-

Our next Super Wednesday! will be
held at noon on Wednesday, 24th
April, so please mark your calendars.

-

Our Branch AGM is scheduled for 6th
May 2013. As there are usually issues
to discuss, we are not planning for a
speaker that night.

-

Our last monthly meeting for the year
is 3rd June; however we do not have a
planned speaker yet.

That’s the plan. I received several
suggestions for other topics (explaining the
RCN organization, the Coast Guard’s Arctic
strategy) and am grateful to those who made
them. I will pursue those as time and
opportunity permits.
Your board of directors meets monthly
at BYTOWN, two Thursdays before each
speaker night. Members are welcome to
observe these board meetings and should
contact a board member if they wish to do
so. S

NAC-O President Jim Carruthers makes a point when
presenting RAdm Ron Lloyd with Salty Dips in
appreciation for the admiral’s presentation 1 st Oct 2012.
Soundings November 2012
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Strategic Trust and Cooperation
By VAdm Paul A. Maddison, CRCN

This is Part Two of an address given by
Commander RCN, VADM Paul Maddison, to
the US Naval War College, originally
published in the NWC Review. Part One can
be found in the May 2012 edition of
Soundings.
And that brings me to the second topic
I wished to discuss with you today—the
imperative for strategic cooperation, an
imperative that is tagged by a sense of
urgency due, I believe, to the fact that we
may very well be on the cusp of historic and
momentous change in the global maritime
domain.
Today’s rules-based maritime order
sits upon a delicate balance between two
central and essentially competing ideas that
have existed in a state of constructive
tension for some five hundred years, since
Soundings November 2012

they were first disputed by the English and
the Dutch in the seventeenth century:
 The first—mare liberum—the idea
that the seas cannot be made
sovereign and hence are free for all
to use; and
 The second—mare clausum—the
idea that the seas can be made
sovereign to the limits of effective
state controls.
This delicate balance was achieved
not in bloodshed but rather through an
unprecedented degree of international
consultation and collaboration in the
closing decades of the twentieth century.
The result was a unique global
convergence of maritime interests that
was codified within the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea.
The convention was forged out of a
compelling need to reconcile the
economic and national interests of the
world’s coastal states with the traditional
defence and security interests of the great
maritime powers. That makes the 1982
Convention among the crowning
achievements of international law, but
what made it possible was the fact that
both the maritime powers and the coastal
states risked suffering equally from the
perpetuation of an unregulated, disputed,
and unstable maritime order.
Whether or not that international
consensus will continue to hold in the face of
building pressures on coastal states both
large and small is one of the abiding strategic
issues of this twenty-first century.
To understand why, we need only look
to the Arctic, where we are likely to see more
change in the coming three decades than has
occurred since Europeans first arrived in
Greenland. Predictions may vary, but most
analyses suggest that the Arctic Ocean will
become a commercially viable sea route
between Europe and Asia for the first time in
recorded history, with recent trends
suggesting that eventuality may arrive much
sooner than many thought possible even a
few years ago.
In all likelihood, the northern sea
route will emerge across the Arctic Basin well
5
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before the fabled Northwest Passage. And
such are the advantages for “transit”
shipping of this long-sought passage across
the Arctic Ocean that shipping patterns
worldwide are likely to be altered
significantly, with economic consequences
that will be felt not only in the Northern
Hemisphere but even on the other side of the
equator.
In conjunction with a gradual retreat
of the northern ice cap, improvements in
extraction technologies are likely to make
arctic resources commercially exploitable,
again potentially much sooner than many
had previously envisaged.
And the economic stakes are
enormous. Believed to be awaiting each of
the five arctic coastal states are precious
inheritances for decades to come—vast
energy and mineral reserves that have been
already discovered, or are believed to lie, in
the Arctic Basin seabed and its periphery.
All of this will eventually bring new
and unprecedented levels of human activity
in the high North, including not only a host
of economic opportunities in northern
societies but also accelerating social change
as traditional lifestyles are progressively
altered, as well as greater risks to the
environment.
In short, a range of factors have
emerged to deepen the economic, political,
and legal stakes at issue in the Arctic,
creating the potential for increased strategic
competition in the coming decades. However,
as the maritime boundary delineation
agreement reached in 2010 by Russia and
Norway attests, the intensification of ocean
politics in the Arctic has been moderated
thus far by strategic cooperation. Moreover,
such are the demands of that remote, vast,
and distant place that there is a strong
operational imperative for cooperation at
high latitudes. The recent Search and Rescue
treaty, signed in May 2011 by the Arctic
Council nations, is a case in point.
Although the arctic states, including
Canada, hold to different interpretations
regarding the various provisions of UNCLOS,
none of these positions appear to be
incompatible with the logic that underpins
the convention itself. From the geopolitical
6

perspective, strategic cooperation aligns with
the core long-term national interests for each
of the arctic states, as it reinforces the 1982
Convention from which they each stand so
much to gain.
Elsewhere in the world, intensifying
ocean politics have been met by significant
increases in interstate tension and
confrontation. Nowhere is this more apparent
than in the Asia-Pacific. The South China
Sea in particular, much like the Arctic Basin,
is a region rich in seabed resources. Unlike
the Arctic, its importance to global commerce
is real today rather than emergent tomorrow.
To the southwest, it is served by one of the
world’s most important maritime transit
ways, the Malacca Strait, through which
passes a substantial portion of global
maritime commerce, including much of the
oil and gas resources upon which regional
economies depend.
From the legal perspective, the region
is overlaid with multiple and largely
overlapping territorial claims, especially by
the states that enclose the South China Sea,
a factor that has for the most part defied
diplomatic and legal efforts at resolution.
Many observers suggest that future
solutions, however distant their prospects,
will be political rather than legal in nature,
adding complexities at the geopolitical level.
In this context, China has identified
its maritime claims in the South China Sea
as a core national interest, at a time when
ocean policy has become increasingly central
to the Sino-American relationship in two
crucial respects: first, in relation to the
United States as an Asia-Pacific power that is
vested deeply in regional stability and
security; and second, in relation to the role
played by the United States as the world’s
preeminent maritime power. In both
instances, how China and the United States
approach their differences in ocean policy
will be crucial to the trajectory of the twentyfirst century.
China is not alone in making such
claims. That it does so may simply signal the
need for a new international dialogue
concerning adjustments to be achieved
between coastal states’ needs for regulation
and stewardship of their ocean approaches,
Soundings November 2012
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on one hand, and the international
community’s rights of free movement and
access, on the other.
That alone would be a development of
cardinal importance to the global system.
However, it may also portend something even
more profound should the international
consensus through which the 1982
Convention was derived begin to unravel,
and with it the period of relative stability in
ocean politics that the convention has
achieved.
The consequences of such an
unravelling would be enormous and
potentially lead to a far darker world than
the one we now inhabit. This is not a future
to which I believe any of us would want to
aspire, but rather one in which we fellow
naval officers, guided by strategic trust,
should be prepared to stand against, for the
common vital interest of our nations, and for
the greater good of all.
There are areas where our navies are
already working toward that greater good. In
the Caribbean Basin and the Pacific
approaches to Central and South America, a
range of nations from the Americas and
Europe are cooperating effectively to stem the
flow of narcotics at sea through the auspices
of the joint interagency Task Force South.
Off the Horn of Africa, we have
witnessed since 2008 a largely spontaneous
but nonetheless remarkable assembly of
naval power to suppress piracy, while the
international community continues to seek
more enduring solutions.
In other words, navies are not only a
means of military action, employed in
pursuit of national interests as states
interpret them. They are also the principal
guarantor of good order in that “wide
common upon which men may pass in all
directions,” as Mahan described it. Every
naval officer here, as first and foremost a
professional mariner, understands that our
oceans remain crucial to sustaining life on
this planet.
Each one of us understands that the
ocean’s riches are crucial to the future of all
coastal states, many of which are struggling
to secure a better life for their citizens. Each
one of us understands how a regulated ocean
Soundings November 2012

commons underpins the global economy,
upon which our prosperity, and indeed our
very way of life, depend.
In this globalized era, our navies will
continue to be required to protect our ocean
approaches at home, as well as to keep good
order at sea abroad. They will be increasingly
required not solely to render humanitarian
assistance and relieve distress in response to
events at home and abroad but also to
promote goodwill among populations on an
ongoing basis. Our navies will continue to be
called upon not just to suppress criminal
activities at sea but also to build the capacity
of coastal states to secure their home waters.
Finally, navies will also continue to play a
crucial role in helping build trust and
confidence among states to prevent conflict
at sea.
What I speak of here is not starry-eyed
idealism but rather that point at which
national self-interest and common global
interest converge fully. I am speaking of
choices that are ours to make, today’s
leaders and the leaders of tomorrow, that
requires strategic trust to be established and
sustained among pragmatic, determined men
and women of action—such as are gathered
here in this great hall of higher learning. I
believe it to be within our collective grasp to
realize its great purpose. Indeed there may
be no higher purpose. All we need to do is
resolve ourselves to achieve it.
VICE-ADMIRAL PAUL A. MADDISON, OMM,
MSM, CD became Commander Royal Canadian

Navy on 21 July 2011, having previously
served as Assistant Chief of the Maritime
Staff. Since his graduation from Royal Military
College Saint-Jean in 1980, he has served in
both Atlantic and Pacific Fleets and in NORAD
headquarters, and commanded the destroyer
HMCS Iroquois in the Persian Gulf and
Arabian Sea
As a flag officer he has served as
Assistant Chief of Military Personnel and has
commanded the Canadian Navy’s Atlantic
Fleet as well as Joint Task Force (Atlantic). S
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NAVAL AFFAIRS
By Ken Bowering
The Spring edition of Soundings
contained an outline of what I saw as the “way
ahead” for Naval Affairs within the NAC Ottawa
Branch, and Richard Archer, our National
Naval Affairs Director, saw fit to include it in
the recent edition of Starshell. So far, there’s
been a bit of feedback from Branch members
on it but I’m still hoping to get concrete
suggestions for issues members feel we should
be promoting in support of the RCN, Our Navy.
The National Naval Affairs Advocacy
Strategy has gone through a number of
iterations and Richard will soon have a
document that can be released to the national
membership. In doing this, he has brought
together a Naval Affairs Committee that, in
addition to Richard and yours truly, includes
Jim Boutelier, Paul Dunn, Tony Goode, Roger
Girouard, Rob Hubert, Eric Lerhe, and Ian
Parker. Not all NAC Branches are represented
so there’s always room for others, including
additional Ottawa Branch members, who may
share the same interests in supporting our
advocacy for naval matters.
In a nutshell, the objective of the Strategy is
to foster national attention on the RCN and its
contribution to Canadian security and our
overall prosperity. This objective will be ongoing; over time, what we hope to create
includes:
 A national understanding and appreciation
of the RCN and its importance to all
Canadians (converting Canada’s maritime
blindness into maritime consciousness);
 An ability to keep naval issues “on the
table” before parliamentary security and
defence committees (House and Senate);
and
 A cohesive cadre of naval expertise such
that the NAC becomes recognized as the
relevant authority to speak publicly in
support of naval matters.
To date, we have produced two papers
under the Naval Affairs Strategy and have had
both published in highly-respected, nationallydistributed defence magazines.
One of the papers promoted the NAC’s
position that, as a result of the RCN’s
continuous contribution to domestic and
international causes, not just those under
NATO, and the expectations placed on the RCN
8

to continue such commitments as needs arise
in the future, Canada needs a national promaritime, pro-naval policy. That paper, written
by Richard Archer, was published in the Issue
4, 2012 edition of FrontLine magazine and is
available online at FrontLine-Canada.com.
The other paper was my own. It was
published in the Summer 2012 edition of
Canadian Naval Review and provided readers
with an up-to-date summary of where the
government and industry are with the National
Shipbuilding Procurement Strategy (NSPS), a
Strategy that generated a bit of controversial
discussion at our recent AGM and Conference.
Once some of the shipbuilding contracts are let
and “real” progress is being made, we’ll
produce a follow-up article to assess that
progress.
Other themes under consideration by the
Committee as the basis for papers include the
following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

Why do we need a Navy in the first place
and what does it mean to all
Canadians?
The emerging world – the Asia-Pacific
Region, the Arctic.
NORAD – its maritime domain – what is
the Navy’s role?
Fleet size, mix, and balance – why it is
what it is, is it adequate, and what are
the options to implement the new
construction/fleet modernization
projects?
The RCN and the CCG – should they be
integrated and what roles are best
undertaken by each?
Combat ships – can/should they include
an indigenous payload solution?
At-sea logistics support – from AOR to
JSS to “AOR-Plus”
The “Big Honking Ship” – what might it
be – strategic sea lift, humanitarian
operations, disaster relief, amphibious
operations, at-sea combined/joint task
force headquarters, strategic
communications, etc.
Submarines – are they the “clockwork
mice” of the fleet or do they fill an
essential operational role?
Maritime helicopters and maritime
patrol aircraft – naval or air assets.
Manpower –authorized vs actual,
sea/shore ratios, sailors vs civilians at
Soundings November 2012
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(12)

sea and ashore, careers, trades,
recruitment, training, education,
retention, role of contractors, etc.
Budget – procurement, non-operational
fleet deployment, operational fleet
deployment, in-service support.

Your views are important, and you’re
encouraged to participate in our Naval Affairs
initiative. If you have thoughts and/or opinions
on any of the above themes or if you have an
issue that fits within our objective, please send
it on and we’ll see how/if we can publish it
Soundings, Starshell, etc. – or if it should be
submitted to any of the commercial
publications. Or, if you want to contribute to
any of our articles, please get in with me.
Either way, I can be reached by email at
bowering@sympatico.ca. S

NAC Ottawa Branch members for their
continued support ($405.00).
As a postscript to the last ALS Report,
we were unsuccessful in our negotiations
with the Nation Capital Commission (NCC).
The only way that the ALS Society may
utilize the Parkway is by paying a fee of
$1,500, along with an additional fee of
$2,000 for the use of the War Museum. S

Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Medal Presentations
Photos of most of the Diamond Jubilee Medals
to NAC-Ottawa members can be found in the
Summer 2012 edition of Starshell. However,
a couple of photos did not make the Starshell
deadline….

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS) Report
By Fred Herrndorf
The NAC Ottawa Branch has been a
long time and generous supporter of ALS, or
Lou Gehrig’s disease. In recent times it has
taken Gordon Myer and Helen Brown, the
late wife of Colin Brown, and LCdr
Christian Douglas Hatch (Royal Roads '93)
and our walk is dedicated to their memories.
We shall not forget!
Last year’s ALS Walk D’Feet was also
dedicated to the daughter-in-law of Paul and
Carol Godbout, Sari Godbout, who is
currently fighting the ravages of ALS.
This year the ALS Walk D’Feet was
held on Saturday, June 16th, 2012 at the
Canadian War Museum, and consisted of a
5km walk along the Western Parkway.
Allan and Pat Brookbank, Pat
Barnhouse, Merv Cameron, Jim
Carruthers, Bill Dziadyk, Jake Freill, Andy
Geddes, Bruce Hayes, Rod Hutcheson,
John Nash, Paul Roquet, Bruce Wilson and
Gene Weber generously sponsored the
participation of Elizabeth and Fred
Herrndorf in the ALS Walk D'Feet.
One thousand persons participated,
and raised $130,000 for ALS Research (40%)
and Patient Care (60%). Bravo Zulu to the
Soundings November 2012

Eric Deslauriers

VAdm(Ret’d) Ralph Hennessy
The presenters are RAdm(Ret’d) Tim Porter
and NAC-O President and National VicePresident Jim Carruthers. S
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Membership
By Richard Gimblett

Membership Director
Annual Dues for 2013. Annual
dues for the coming calendar year 2013
should reach the treasurer through me by 31
December 2012. Your tax receipt is dated
when the Treasurer receives your
contribution. As of late September,
approximately 25 members had not paid
2012 dues. If you are amongst the 25,
now would be an excellent time to pay up.
I have begun to contact all those who are still
in arrears, so you should have a good idea
whom you are….
Dues were approved at the 2010
Annual General Meeting:
Regular: $80.00
Out-of-Town: $70.00
Serving Officers: $45
Surviving Spouse: $45
“Out-of-Town” is defined as residing more
than 40km from HMCS BYTOWN.
Recruiting. The Branch currently
(September 2012) has 350 members of
various types, a net growth of 50 members
over the past two years. Most of the new
folks were encouraged to join by current
members, or recruited as 1-Year Honorary
Members upon retiring from active service.
As well, the change to encourage all-ranks
and interested civilians to come aboard has
been a great incentive. So, while we have
had some success in getting people to join, I
ask all of you to recruit new blood at every
opportunity. They can contact me to join, or
use the membership page of the Branch website.
Membership Directory. The
Membership Directory is published once a
year and mailed with the hard copy version
of the fall Soundings. For those who read
Soundings on the Branch web site, you will
notice the Membership Directory is not
posted there, for reasons of personal
security. If you want a copy, send me an
email and I will provide.
Contact Information. I maintain
contact information for all branch members,
which are published in the Fall Soundings as
the Membership Directory, and used for
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mailing, both by the Branch and NAC
National. Whenever we distribute Starshell
or Soundings, or when we try to send out a
“Branch GEN” by email to advise you of
upcoming events, we invariably discover that
some of the addresses are no longer correct.
Kindly advise me by email, or phone, or note
scribbled on the back of a pack of cigarettes
whenever any of your contact information
changes, particularly your email address. It
will ensure we can keep you informed, and
you can stay in touch with other members. S

Mack Lynch Library Update
By Peter Mace
We welcome all members to drop by at
the Mack Lynch library. With the assistance
of Carl Gagnon, the library has recently been
sorted, inventoried and cleaned up.
Many new volumes have been added
to the library over the last two years. These
come from individuals and through our cooperative arrangement with the Book Room
of the Friends of the Canadian War Museum.
In fact, 45 new volumes are being added this
month from the library of George Lindsay.
If you are looking for a good read, or
just a quiet place to rest in HMCS Bytown,
please drop by the library. If you find a book
to read, please sign it out in the binder
provided. The library works purely on the
honour system.
And if you are downsizing and looking
for a good home for your military books,
please drop them in the box under the
telephone table or contact Peter Mace [613
729-3766; e-mail petermace@sympatico.ca]
for a pick up.
Happy reading! S

Member Support
By John Pickford and Heather Armstrong
On 20 September 2012, the NAC-O
Executive Committee approved the Terms of
Reference (TOR) of a branch Director of
Member Support (see below). As described in
the TOR, the intent of this appointment is to
be responsive to members' personal issues,
from providing assistance and facilitation in
Soundings November 2012
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dealing with outside agencies, to visiting
those infirm or in care facilities, when
requested.
John Pickford and Heather
Armstrong are co-directors at 613-8413203 and email heathandjohn@rogers.com.
The Biological/Document Record and
the Contact Aide-Memoire (see below) are
deliverables of the TOR and are linked on
this page for members use. Family members
will well appreciate a completed Bio/Doc
Record. Please note, this record is intended
for the member's and his/her family's use
only. These two documents are posted and
will be updated, as appropriate, on the NACO website.



Abridged Terms of Reference











Date of Issue: September 2012.
Introduction. This document presents
the terms of reference (TOR) for the
Director Member Support roles and
responsibilities.
Authority. These TOR are issued under
the authority of the President of the Naval
Association of Canada (NAC) – Ottawa.
Scope. These TOR apply only to the
members of the Ottawa Branch of the
NAC.
Purpose. The primary responsibility for
the Director Member Support is to
provide, when requested, NAC Ottawa
members and their families assistance,
referral and guidance to address matters
in the event of illness, hospitalization or
death of a member or spouse. As well, the
Director Member Support is available to
assist in obtaining point-of-contact
information in support of members
dealing with outside authorities.
Effect. The intended strategic effect is to
ensure all members and their families are
aware of the existence of this support in
times of need.
Director. As a member of NAC-Ottawa
Board, the Director reports to the
President NAC Ottawa Branch and is
responsible to provide guidance and
assistance, as appropriate, to members
and families of NAC Ottawa as described
in “Purpose”.
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Support.
o Provide information and advice on
procedural channels to contact
appropriate agencies (Veteran’s
Affairs Canada, Department of
National Defence, Canada Pension,
etc.)
o Distribute an aide-memoire
outlining contact and important
information
o Initiate, where required and if
requested, liaison with appropriate
authorities on the member/spouse
behalf
o Provide members with a record
sheet to include biographical and
document information to assist
family members in facilitating
liaison with agencies in the event
of a member’s passing or
incapacitation
o Visit infirm members at home and
other members at retirement
residences, hospital or long term
care facility and offer assistance if
requested by them or their family
Web Site. These TOR, other supporting
information and Member Support contact
name and numbers will be provided on
the NAC website.

CONTACT AIDE-MEMOIRE and
BIOLOGICAL/DOCUMENT RECORD
These two important forms have been
posted on the NAC-Ottawa web site at
www.navalassoc.ca/support. They are too
much to be reproduced here in Soundings.
You are encouraged to visit the web
site and download and print off the “Contact
Aide-Memoire”. You should keep this
document handy as a reference in case of
need, and inform your next-of-kin where it is.
At the same time you should download
the “Biological/Document Record”. This
WORD record should be saved to your own
computer folder and then filled in and
updated with the information being called
for. When completed, you can print it off and
keep it in a safe place, telling your next-ofkin and executor where it is. S
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Shearwater Aviation Museum
Foundation Brings
Last Avenger Home
By Ernie Cable, SAM Historian
In September 2011, the Shearwater
Aviation Museum and the Foundation jointly
celebrated the burning of the $200,000
mortgage for the “new” hangar which was
officially opened in 2001. Not long after this
milestone achievement, in November 2011,
the Foundation took on its next largest
commitment to the Museum by fully funding
the purchase a former RCN Avenger aircraft
from Forest Protection Limited (FPL). The
Avenger, which was originally taken on RCN
strength in July 1950, has now returned to
Shearwater as the latest addition to the
Museum’s aircraft collection.
Although the purchase of the Avenger
occurred on 16th January 2012, the quest to
acquire one of the FPL Avengers actually
started as early as 2001. FPL was formed in
1952 as a non-profit organization, with the
New Brunswick government in partnership
with the province’s forest industry. With its
head office in Fredericton and operating
facilities in Miramichi, FPL was formed to
protect New Brunswick’s forests by aerial
spraying against budworm infestations and
by water bombing forest fires. In 1958, FPL
replaced its older Stearman biplanes with the
first of its fleet of Grumman TBM Avengers
acquired from former Canadian and
American owners. By 2001, FPL was the last
commercial operator of Avenger aircraft in
Canada and put its fleet up for sale. Six of
the ten remaining Avengers for sale were
former RCN aircraft, serial numbers: 53200,
53610, 85460, 86020, 86180 and 91426.
As mentioned, the pursuit of the
acquisition of one of the Avengers started in
January 2001, when the Museum contacted
the FPL Managing Director to inquire about
the availability of the ex-RCN Avengers. It
was explained that six of the FPL Avengers
had an RCN heritage and from 1950 to 1960
had flown from Shearwater and the aircraft
carrier, HMCS Magnificent. Naturally the
Shearwater Aviation Museum was very
interested in acquiring one of the former RCN
12

Avengers as part of its mandate to preserve
Canada’s naval aviation heritage. Since the
Museum and the Foundation were
committed to paying down the mortgage on
the new hangar, financial resources for
another project were very limited. FPL was
therefore asked if it would consider donating
one of the ex-RCN aircraft to the Museum.
In late January 2001, FPL replied that
ten airworthy Avengers were available for
disposal and that it was asking $96,000 for
each of the aircraft. Although FPL was
sympathetic to the Museum’s donation
request, the company explained that as a
provincial corporation it had a responsibility
to the New Brunswick tax payer to exercise
sound fiscal judgment, and donating an
Avenger would in effect decrease the money
available to buy replacement aircraft by
$96,000. FPL believed that vintage aircraft
aficionados and museums would provide a
ready market for their Avengers and expected
little difficulty in selling them.
In November 2011, the Shearwater
Museum learned that FPL’s second last
Avenger, 53200, (civil registration C-GLEL)
had been sold to the Museum of Mountain
Flying in Missoula, Montana and that only
Avenger 53610 (civil registration C-FIMR)
remained to be sold. FPL advised that the
money required to maintain the last single
Avenger would not be cost-effective;
therefore, it was willing to sell 53610 for
$35,000, amazingly less than half the
original $96,000 asking price. While other
interested parties were trying to negotiate
instalment payments to take advantage of
the Avenger bargain, the Shearwater
Foundation had sufficient uncommitted
funds in the bank to offer FPL an
unconditional $35,000. The offer was quickly
accepted. Avenger 53610 was acquired!
FPL was delighted that Avenger 53610
would have a new home where it will be
preserved and protected by a Museum that
appreciates its historical significance to
Canada’s naval aviation heritage. However,
53610 had to remain in New Brunswick until
all the required Transport Canada
inspections had been completed to restore
the aircraft’s Certificate of Airworthiness. FPL
graciously offered their services to prepare
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the aircraft for the inspections, assisted by
the Shearwater Aviation Museum’s air
engineer, John Webber. Additionally, retired
FPL Avenger pilot Dave Wilson offered to fly
53610 from Fredericton to Shearwater at no
cost, provided that the Foundation would pay
for the insurance, fuel and oil for the short
flight.
Avenger 53610 was constructed as a
TBM-3E by Grumman (Eastern)
(Construction No. 3672) and taken on US
Navy strength on 9th June 1945. 53610 was
a Grumman TBE version, but it had a
TBM designation because it was built
under license by Grumman (Eastern),
a division of General Motors. 53610
was originally destined for the Pacific
theatre to reinforce US Navy Carrier
Air Groups, but before 53610 could
take up its wartime assignment the
war in the Pacific ended, and in 1946
the aircraft was placed in storage in
San Diego. At the outbreak of the
Cold War, in 1947, 53610 was
returned to the East Coast and placed
in storage in Norfolk, VA in readiness
for the US Navy’s expanding NATO
commitments to the emerging
challenge of the USSR.
In the early 1950s, the US Navy
declared Avenger 53610 surplus to its needs
and sold the aircraft to Canada, where the
RCN needed to shore up its carrier-borne
forces for its increased anti-submarine
warfare (ASW) commitment to NATO. This
aircraft acquisition marked the departure
from Canada’s normal buy-British policy.
The aircraft was taken on RCN strength on
22nd July 1950 as one of the first group of
Avengers to replace the Fairey Firefly in the
ASW role. RCN 826 Squadron flew 53610 to
Shearwater painted in the standard US Navy
colour scheme of overall glossy Midnight
Blue. Avenger 53610 was immediately
assigned to Canadian Naval Air Station
(CANAS) Dartmouth rather than to a
squadron, although 826 Squadron continued
to train on the aircraft. On 23rd September
1950, the aircraft was sent to Fairey Aviation
for conversion from a TBM-3E to the AS 3
Mark 1, the ASW version for the RCN. On
16th March 1951, 53610 was returned to
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826 Squadron in the new RCN livery of dark
grey upper surfaces over light grey lower
surfaces with the ICAO, VG-ABC,
identification letters painted under the wings
(VG under the port wing and ABC under the
starboard wing). On each side of the aft
fuselage “AB” appeared to the left of the
roundel followed by “C” to the right. (“VG”
was the ICAO identification for RCN aircraft,
“AB” was the 826 Sqn letter identifier and “C”
identified the individual aircraft in the
squadron).

Avenger 303 taking off from
HMCS Magnificent
In May 1951, the RCN squadron
numbering scheme was changed to comply
with the Commonwealth naval air squadron
numbering system. 826 Squadron was
renumbered 881 Sqn, while sister 825
Squadron became 880 Squadron. Therefore,
on 1 May 1951, Avenger 53610 became an
881 Sqn aircraft which assumed the 826 Sqn
marking scheme, i.e. the letters “AB” now
identified 881 Squadron aircraft. In late
1952, the RCN changed the aircraft marking
scheme. The previous identification letters
were replaced by the word; “NAVY” which
appeared to the left of the fuselage roundel
and a three digit number to the right of the
roundel. Under the starboard wing “NAVY”
appeared immediately inboard of the roundel
and the three digit number appeared in the
13
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corresponding position under the port wing.
The RCN followed the Royal Navy numbering
scheme where three-crew aircraft were
assigned three-hundred series identification
numbers and Avenger 53610 became “NAVY
303”. 53610 was transferred to 880
Squadron on 14th June 1955, where it
retained these markings until 20 August
1957 when it was assigned to the Naval Air
Reserve Squadron in Toronto, VC 920.
Avenger 53610 was struck off RCN strength
on 30th Jan 1958. However, it continued to
serve the RCN as an instructional aircraft at
the Naval Air Maintenance School for about
one month.
On 27th Feb 1958, 53610 was sold to
Wheeler Airlines located in St. Jean, QC for
$4,500. It was converted for budworm
spraying and painted in Wheeler’s yellow
overall paint scheme by Fairey Aviation in
Dartmouth for $3,500. The Avenger received
Canadian Registration CF-IMR and assigned
the company number 501 which was painted
on the vertical stabilizer. CF-IMR was used
by Wheeler Airlines for spruce budworm
spraying in New Brunswick from 1958 to
1965.
In 1966 Wheeler Airlines amalgamated
with Northland Airways Ltd and the company
became Wheeler-Northland Airways Ltd, also
located in St. Jean QC. CF-IMR still retained
its 501 company identification number.
In 1971, CF-IMR was sold to
Evergreen Air Service Ltd of
Montreal QC. Still retaining its 501
company number, the Avenger was
employed on spraying duties in
Quebec and New Brunswick from
1971 to 1976.
In 1976, CF-IMR was sold
by Evergreen Air Services to Forest
Protection Ltd in Fredericton, NB
for $30,000. FPL re-numbered the
Avenger with a new company
identification number, E25, and
the aircraft continued on its aerial spraying
duties in New Brunswick. On 4 July 1978,
CF-IMR’s registration was changed to CFIMR in accordance with the revised ICAO
policy followed by the Canadian government
and FPL again renumbered the Avenger’s
company number to 23. It was repainted in
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FPL fleet standard colours of white upper
surfaces over grey lower surfaces with a red
ring painted around the engine cowling and
the outer wings and rudder were painted
yellow. See the cover photo. Avenger 23 flew
in the aerial spraying role in New Brunswick
until 1990.
In 1991, Avenger 23 was reconfigured
as a water bomber for forest fire suppression.
It flew in this role throughout New
Brunswick. During a stop-over in Fredericton
on 9 July 2002, former U.S. President George
Bush Senior noticed the FPL Avengers on the
flight line and asked if he could tour one of
the aircraft which were similar to those he
flew from a US Navy aircraft carrier during
the Second World War. The 41st President of
the United States showed his appreciation by
signing his name on Avenger 23 just above
the starboard crew door. From 2003 to 2010
Avenger 23 flew as a forest fire water bomber
based at the New Brunswick Department of
Natural Resources Air Tanker base at
Miramichi, NB. In November 2011, FPL
accepted the Shearwater Aviation Museum
Foundation’s offer to buy Avenger C-FIMR
with the transfer of funds occurring on 16th
January 2012. Fifty–four years after having
left Shearwater, FPL pilot Dave Wilson flew
Avenger C-FIMR from Fredericton to its
original Canadian home at Shearwater on
26th July 2012.

Upon landing, the Foundation, which
technically owned the Avenger, transferred
ownership of the aircraft to the Shearwater
Aviation Museum for restoration to RCN
Avenger 53610 in NAVY 303 livery. S
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HMCS Ottawa Represents
Canada on the World Stage
By SLt Cody Black
Photos: Lt(N) Jeannine Friesen
Since the last issue of Soundings,
HMCS Ottawa has maintained her busy
schedule with the ship and her company
enjoying time spent at sea and alongside
both at home in Esquimalt and in foreign
ports. This year has seen Ottawa participate
in domestic and international Task Group
Exercises (TGEx), Work Ups (WUPS)
programmes, domestic training courses,
multinational exercises and operational
deployments. Indeed, at the time of this
publication’s last printing, Ottawa was
already back out to sea to continue with the
year’s operations. During that time,
preparations were also underway for her
summer deployment to the Hawaiian Islands
for the multi-national Rim of the Pacific
(RIMPAC) Exercise.

A major part of Ottawa’s spring-time
programme was supporting a rigorous and
demanding Fleet Navigating Officer’s (FNO)
course and a Maritime Security Patrol of
B.C.’s coastal waters. The FNO course has
been described in previous issues of
Soundings. It remains a very difficult and
challenging course, wherein FNO students
must navigate safely in close proximity to
land in all manner of adverse
conditions. They must demonstrate
their skills and capabilities as
navigators prior to finding a billet in
one of HMC ships. Ottawa’s crew
was keen to support these students,
and took advantage of some public
relations opportunities along the way.
With scheduled visits to Port McNeill
and Alert Bay, at the northern end of
Vancouver Island, some crew
members went ashore to visit local
schools. The young students were
keen to meet member of their
Canadian Forces, and the ship’s crew
had a wonderful opportunity to meet
some young Canadians in an
otherwise remote community. After
this successful mission, Ottawa and
her crew returned to Esquimalt for a
short period of rest, relaxation and
refitting.
Able Seaman Steve Bueckert of
HMCS Ottawa prepares lines in
advance of replenishment-at-sea with
a US tanker during RIMPAC 2012
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It wouldn’t be long, however, before
Ottawa was out doing what she was built to
do and sailing again. During May, the ship
was host to a very challenging Operations
Room Officer (ORO) course, where ORO
students were presented with a wide range of
warfare challenges to manage. The ORO
position aboard an HMC Ship is a very
important and demanding one, as that officer
is responsible for co-ordinating the ship’s
schedule, managing warfare and maintaining
an overall picture of operations. The ship’s
crew was up to the task of supporting the
students, as they trained day and night in
the full range of a Canadian Patrol Frigate’s
(CPF’s) warfare capabilities. Following closely
astern of these exercises came a period of
TGExes and Air Work-Ups (AIR WUPS) at
sea. Before all of this could take place
however, Ottawa first embarked a CH-124
Sea King helicopter and her associated Air
Detachment (AIR DET) from 443 Squadron in
Sydney, BC. It was during this AIR WUPS
that the ship integrated her newly acquired
Sea King helicopter crew and service support
personnel. For many of the ship’s crew and
junior officers, working with an AIR DET was
a novel experience, and the training proved
invaluable for the forthcoming
deployment, RIMPAC 2012.
On the 16th of June, Ottawa
departed Esquimalt with HMCS
Algonquin, bound for San Diego
before turning southwest for
Hawaii. RIMPAC 2012 would see
42 warships from 21 nations
acting co-operatively in various
exercises, training and warfare
scenarios. RIMPAC is the largest
combined military exercise in the
world. The exercise would be split
into various phases, which
included the transit to Hawaii,
initial task-group scenarios, and
eventually complex warfare
scenarios. Ashore on the Hawaiian
island of Oahu, the ship’s softball and soccer
teams were victorious after accepting a
friendly athletic challenge from an American
ship. While at sea, Ottawa and her crew were
honoured to host both the Chief of Defence
Staff General Walter Natynczyk and His
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Excellency the Governor General, David
Johnston, for a brief visit aboard.
Following the ship’s return to Esquimalt
after RIMPAC, select members of the crew
traveled to the city of Ottawa in order to
participate in a week-long visit to their
namesake city in September. During their
time in Ottawa, the crew participated in
various activities including a visit with the
city’s mayor, making a $10,000 donation to
Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario, and
helping local scouts with a community cleanup.
“Namesake city visits allow Royal
Canadian Navy (RCN) ships to foster
relationships with the cities of which they are
named,” says HMCS Ottawa Commanding
Officer Commander Van Will. “We are very
proud to represent Ottawa and it is with
great enthusiasm that we visit this city to
reconnect with partners and friends of the
Navy and to ensure that Canadians are
aware of the meaningful contributions their
Navy makes both at home and abroad.” The
visit would be brief however, and the crew
returned to the west coast in order to
continue preparations for Ottawa’s fall
deployment.

Ordinary Seaman Tyler Chalifoux keeps a
lookout aboard HMCS Ottawa while ships
from 21 different nations take station in the
Pacific during RIMPAC 2012
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A period of local training, another
TGEx and directed WUPS would fill the time
at sea between RIMPAC 2012 and the ship’s
upcoming fall deployment. The TGEx would
see Ottawa sailing in the waters off of
Victoria and Tofino, B.C. She would sail in
consort with HMC Ships Algonquin and
Victoria, as well as US Ships Momsen and
Ford. With our submarine Victoria
participating, valuable training in subsurface operations were gained both by the
Canadian Forces and our American friends
and allies.
HMCS Ottawa

Lieutenant(Navy) Dennis Plonka of HMCS
Ottawa communicates with the ship's engine
room during replenishment-at-sea near
Hawaii, during RIMPAC 2012
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In November, Ottawa will
deploy to Central America to
participate in a Joint Inter-Agency
Task Force–South (JIATF-S)
counter-narcotics operation.
During this time, Ottawa will be
operating with personnel from the
US Navy and Coast Guard,
conducting surveillance and
boarding of suspect vessels in an
attempt to disrupt the movement of
illegal drugs into North America.
This deployment will be
particularly unique, as it requires
intelligence and legal experts to
embark and integrate with the
ship’s company. Despite these
challenges, preparations and
training are well underway, and
Ottawa looks forward to once again
representing Canada on the world
stage.
Since the spring, Ottawa has
continued to be a very active ship,
participating in many exercises,
operations and community events.
Indeed, to her crew, it seems that
she’s been away at sea more than
she’s been at home. A ship is
meant to sail, however, and both
Ottawa and her crew continue to be in good
spirits, and are looking forward to the
challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.
S
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Sea Memories – Part Four
By Jake Freill
Part One of Jake Freill’s memoirs was published in the
Spring 2011 edition of Soundings and Part Two was
published in the Fall of 2011. Part Three was in the
Spring 2012 edition. When we left him, Jake had just
turned over his command of HMCS Assiniboine. Part
Four picks up the story when Jake is in command of
Iroquois. Look for Part 5 in the next Soundings.

Jake Freill at Bytown awaiting the
presentation of his
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Medal
It’s early1976 and I am 42 and living
at 10 Wenlock Grove in Halifax County with
wife Leonne and the children. I am currently
the Commanding Officer of HMCS Iroquois,
stationed in Halifax. Daughter Shirley is 18
and in her 1st year at St. Mary’s University in
Halifax. Michael is 16 and in Grade 11 at
18

J.L. Illsey High School in Spryfield. Barry is
15 in grade 10 at J.L.Illsey. Peter is 12 in
grade 7 at Cunard. Norman is 10 in grade 5
at MacLeod.
In the ship the preparations for the
ship’s first Sea Sparrow missile trials
continued all through Christmas and New
Year’s. Except for Christmas and New Year’s
Day the missile team lead by LCdr Ron
MacKnight worked seven days a week fixing
and fine tuning the system. We also had to
spend more time at sea than we had
planned, improving our attempts to acquire
and observe the auto (radar) tracking feature
of the M-22 system. During those trials we
discovered two major shortcomings of the
system. It was supposed to acquire a missile
attacking the ship so we arranged for a CF-5
to provide the target for the trials. The first
thing we found out that even with the system
fully peaked the operators had great
difficulty acquiring the target. So much so
that in order not to waste time we asked that
the CF-5 carry a radar reflector to enhance
the target acquisition.
We then noticed the second
shortcoming of the system. Once we were
able to acquire the larger target we found
that if we lost acquisition while locked on, it
was very difficult for an operator to quickly
reacquire it. This would prove disastrous in
wartime if the target was very close to the
ship. We soon found out the reason for that.
When the operator “locked on” to the target
the system lost half of its “search” power,
which went to “tracking”, so that when we
attempted to re-acquire quickly the search
mode had not yet recovered to full power. It
was difficult enough to acquire the target
with full power but only a very experienced
operator, after carrying a hundred runs or
more, could reacquire quickly. The reason we
had to spend more time at sea was to ensure
that the operators would be proficient
enough to successfully conduct the very
expensive missile trials scheduled for
February in Puerto Rico. Even then it took a
team of experts from CFB Suffield, Alberta,
on board continually tweaking the system to
eventually get us through missile trials.
To thank all the officers and men who
worked so long and hard preparing for
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Iroquois’s Missile Trials I organized a “Dine
the Ladies” in the wardroom for them before
we sailed south. It was a very successful
evening and especially appreciated by the
wives of those who hadn’t been home very
much except to sleep.
Just before I left, Michael had an
accident with his car and it turned out that
his girlfriend, Ann, was the driver. Michael
assured us that her father would accept any
responsibility for the accident but in the end
he didn’t. Ann was a top Nova Scotia student
and I am sure helped Michael achieve better
marks but the relationship didn’t last too
long after the accident.
We sailed south on Monday, January
26th, for “Exercise Safepass” along with
Surface-to-Air Weapons (SAWS) missile
trials, the latter to take place on a missile
range off Puerto Rico. Once more I had
followed my custom to take the family out to
dinner the night before I sailed. I really
enjoyed those occasions. It made leaving that
much easier. Leonne drove me to the ship
and then she went out to Ferguson’s Cove to
watch the ships sail by. It was really nice to
see her there. This was the first time she had
gone there to wave and say goodbye. Also,
before I sailed I had gone to see Ordinary
Seaman Latour who was dying of cancer in
the Stadacona hospital. He assured me that
he would be on the jetty to handle our lines
when we returned. That was not to be, as he
died shortly after we left. Leonne attended
his funeral.
Heading south with exercises and
OOW manoeuvres was interesting.
Commodore Bill Hughes was in charge of the
ships and was aboard the Protecteur. Every
time I went alongside her I waved to him. We
have always remained good friends on a
professional and personal basis ever since we
served together in Terra Nova in 1959-61.
On January 31st, Protecteur, Huron,
Iroquois, Algonquin, Skeena, and Annapolis
entered a bay off Peter’s Island, which is just
south of Tortola, in the British Virgin
Islands. The COs all gathered in Protecteur
for dinner with Hughes and Squadron
Commander Capt(N) Bob Yanow. It was a
nice dinner. It was very rough heading back
to the ship but I made it.
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A Naval Regatta was held on Sunday.
There were two whaler sailing races and
there was supposed to be several whaler
pulling races. I volunteered to coxswain our
boat in the first whaler race. Some people
weren’t sure at first whether I knew how to
coxswain a whaler but I was invited to
coxswain anyway. The winds were blowing at
least 25 knots so it was just great for sailing.
The first race was a “crash whaler” race
where we pull for the first part of the course,
then raise the mast and race under sail, then
we down mast and pull again then sail the
last leg across the finish line. We finished
that race when the competition was only half
way around the course. When we got back to
the ship there was no doubt who was going
to coxswain in the second race which was
sail only. All kinds of volunteers wanted to
crew but we went with the same 5. The
results of that race were the same. I was
finished before any of the other whalers were
half way around the course. At the end of the
sailing races Iroquois was 2 for 2. As the
weather turned nasty they only managed to
get one pulling race in and Iroquois weapons
department also won that one.
Racing in that rough weather
reminded me of my old sea cadet days when
Don Zuber, Charlie Hassel and I use to take
the whaler or cutter out in the worst weather
possible at Camp Ewing or Princess Alice
and sail around. With respect to this later
regatta, the Trident newspaper reported:
“During the day of the regatta the wind and
high seas played havoc on the crews
involved. But one ship’s crew met the seas
with a bone in her throat and merrily plowed
through the tossing waves. The crew of
HMCS Iroquois jibed and tacked the waters
in the bay leaving sails of her competitors
miles astern, the Captain coxswained the
first two events and proudly steered his craft
to victory with the valiant efforts of his
drenched crew”,
From that day on I finally felt that
Iroquois really belonged to me. The ship’s
company was proud of their Captain and I
could feel it and it was a good feeling.
After leaving Peter’s Island on the 2nd
we heard that Protecteur and Preserver has
bumped. Bill Hughes had to cut his planned
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holiday short to conduct a Board of Inquiry.
Jacques Chouinard was also on the board. I
fuelled from Preserver soon after the
incident. We were in, tanked up, and out in
less than ½ hour. That was fun.
While tracking an aircraft target we
noticed more problems with the M-22. On
February 3rd we were supposed to be at 2
different places, a missile briefing session
and a torpedo firing exercise. We made the
briefing but we had to conduct more tracking
exercises instead of firing a torpedo. The
tracking went well and the system was
judged ready for missile firing. Bob Heggie,
who was a fellow course member of mine
earlier on the Quebec Bi-Cultural program,
was the head of CFB Suffield. Since his men
were on board for the trials I invited him to
observe the trials. In the meantime the ship
remained alongside and I was kept busy
writing or reviewing performance (PERs) on
my 7 senior officers.
At sea just after midnight on the 9th,
the day that we were supposed to fire our
final 2 missiles, Ron MacKnight came to me
and said that an important part of the
missile control system had failed and that we
couldn’t fire without it. We didn’t carry a
spare but he said that Huron, about 70 miles
away, had one. The day before we also had to
get a part, which in that case had come from
Algonquin. I immediately piped flying
stations to send our helo to Huron. My Air
Detachment Commander called the bridge
and told me that his pilots hadn’t been given
the necessary 8-hour warning that they
would be required to fly. He absolutely
refused to launch. I then spoke to Yanow,
who was turned in to advise him that we
needed that part or thousands of dollars
would go down the drain if we couldn’t fire
and complete the trials. He just said that if
the Air Officer didn’t want to fly that was his
prerogative and went back to sleep. I then
called my friend Len Cavan, CO in Huron,
and explained my predicament and asked
him if he could deliver the part that we
needed. “No problem Jake. We will deliver
it”, and they did.
The Americans conducted their missile
firings by having the missile firing ship
maintain a constant speed of 10 knots and a
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steady course. For our trials we did them at
maximum speed with constant wheel on
weaving from side to side. Our helicopter was
placed ahead of the ship and ended up
capturing a one in a million shot. At the very
moment of firing the ship with 30 degrees of
wheel on, was pointed straight at the
helicopter. They used that shot in recruiting
posters for years.

The firings were a success and we
received congratulatory messages from the
Admiral and others. It was then back to
writing PERs. After the firings I spoke to the
ships company and gave a sincere, “Well
done” to those who worked so hard and long
getting the systems ready.
However I was still not convinced that
the M-22 in its present configuration was a
reliable anti-air system. Without all the
boffins on board from Suffield and hundreds
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of practice runs for our operators, it is
doubtful if our firings would have been
successful.
On the 15th we held Divisions on
board and Bob Yanow, who was in a better
mood than last time he attended Divisions in
Iroquois, presented me with 2 trophies. One
was for winning the sailing and one for
winning the abbreviated regatta. That was a
good day.

The regatta presentations
At about the same time we heard that
Al Brookbank was relieved of his command.
Jim Wood flew down to take command of
Protecteur. It was a very controversial
decision as many thought that Hank
Vondette the CO of Preserver should have
shouldered most of the blame for the
collision. As far as I could determine most
senior officers were unhappy with the
Admiral’s hasty decision.
Prior to leaving for Iroquois’s port visit
to Kingston, Jamaica we spent a few days
exercising. At one point an American
submarine called me and said that he had a
few hours to kill and how would we like to
play with him. This would be our first
opportunity to play with a submarine in
months and I jumped at the chance. When I
called for the Air Officer to tell him about the
opportunity all I got again was that his
people needed 8-hours warning so he
wouldn’t participate. Once more I couldn’t
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believe what I was hearing. That was it as far
as I was concerned -- the Air Officer had to
go!
One bit of good news was that I
received a message that Iroquois was
selected to represent the Canadian Navy at
the International Naval Review and
Operation Sail 1976 in New York harbour for
the American Bicentennial Celebrations.
Admiral Boyle was to fly his flag in Iroquois
for the occasion. I wrote a letter to Captain
Mason USNR who was in charge of the
Review, to let him know that Iroquois was
selected. I had met him the year before when
the ship was with STANAVFORLANT in New
York. At the time he had promised me a good
berth if Iroquois was selected.
We arrived in Kingston on Friday the
27th. There were a lot of problems in
Kingston. Police were being shot and there
was general unrest in the city. Major hotels
in Kingston were all but empty. A senior
police officer came aboard and asked that we
only grant leave until midnight. I was not
happy about that because I didn’t believe
that the people our sailors would meet would
harm them. We had no quarrel with the bad
guys and I didn’t want our sailors having to
leave the people they met and wander back
at midnight. In the end I was right. The
troops were royally entertained even in the
very worst districts. It was a great visit and I
wrote a letter to the local paper and said so
and they printed it. There were lots of
activities planned for the officers and ship’s
company. I called on the Canadian High
Commissioner and the Chief of Staff of the
Jamaican Defence Force (JDF). The JDF and
Coast Guard were great hosts.
While there, some of the sailors had
used Canadian Tire money to purchase
souvenirs from vendors on the jetty. No one
owned up, so we used money from the ship’s
fund to redeem the CT money. But all in all it
was a very successful visit. Our official
reception went well and 4 officers and I were
invited to the High Commissioner’s for dinner
and then I entertained a group of VIPs to
lunch. We left Jamaica on the morning of
March 2nd and headed back to Roosevelt
Roads. [To be continued.] S
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Remember
By Pat Barnhouse

Active Members
David George Hadcock ANIDO. In Ottawa 31/08/11 at 65.
Ronald BOSQUET, Lieutenant Commander, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 14/05/12 at 85.
Ross CAIGER-WATSON. In Florida 16/03/12 at 89.
Raymond Howard DALLIMORE, Lieutenant Commander(S), CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Victoria, BC
12/01/12 at 92.
Florence DAWSON. In Ottawa 29/08/12 at 92.
Kenneth ECCLES, Lieutenant, CD**, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 08/07/12 at 79.
Lewis Miles LANGSTAFF, Lieutenant(S), CD**, RCN(Ret’d). In Toronto 02/10/12 at 93.
Reginald George PARISH, Lieutenant, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 08/09/12 at 88.
Reginald John PICKFORD, Rear Admiral, MiD, CD**, Légion d’Honneur (France), RCN(Ret’d). In
Ottawa 01/05/12 at 92.
William Paul RIKELY, Commander(P), CD**, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 25/07/12 at 87.
Robert Dalby WOOTTON, Lieutenant, CD, RCN(R)(Ret’d). In Ottawa 03/04/12 at 75.

Others Known to Members
Harry Allison BELL, Lieutenant Commander(E), CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 31/07/12 at 83.
Roger Joseph BEAUDRY, Electrical Lieutenant, RCNVR(Ret’d). In Ottawa 07/05/12 at 90.
Geoffrey Nelson BOWLING, Commander, RD*, CD, RCN(R)(Ret’d). In Ottawa 25/07/12 at 82.
Harry CARTER, Lieutenant, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 16/08/12 at 89.
Robert Joseph COLLIN, Lieutenant Commander, CD*, RCN(Ret’d). In Ottawa 30/07/12 at 80.
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Jubilee!
By Richard Archer
Recently I was honoured with the
award of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Medal. My appreciation goes out to those
members of both NAC National and NACOttawa who nominated and then approved
the award. Looking at the other recipients,
and in my ongoing participation in NAC
activities, I certainly have a lot to live up to.

in Lewisham, across Blackheath from the
college, we saw on television the preparations
for the trooping of the colour on Horseguards
Parade. Hey, we said, that’s not that far
away, and on the spur of the moment we
decided to catch the train and head
downtown. After some tube time we found
ourselves on The Mall, the route from
Horseguards Parade to Buckingham Palace.
It was drizzling rain, but nobody around us,
all in a festive mood, seemed to care. With
Susan walking and Cathy in a stroller we
made our way toward the palace end of The
Mall and found a good spot just at the point
where the road split to encircle the Queen
Victoria monument in front of the palace.
Marilyn hoisted Cathy up and I put Susan on
my shoulders.
We could see everything clearly – the
Household Cavalry, the guard regiments, the
royal entourage on horseback including the
Duke and his sons and daughter, and finally
the Queen in her Guards uniform riding
side-saddle on a black horse reputedly given
to her as a jubilee gift by Canada. Soaking
wet in the rain, she didn’t appear too happy,
but she graciously acknowledged the cheers
of the crowds lining both sides of the street.

Diamond
2012
But the Diamond is not my first
exposure to Jubilee matters. In 1977
Marilyn and I and our two daughters, Susan
aged 7 and Cathy aged 3, were in London,
with me attending the Royal Naval Staff
College at Greenwich. My Canadian
classmate was Roger Bernard with wife Moira
and children Scott and Colin. Jan Drent was
the Canadian on the college staff, just back
from his first stint as naval attaché in
Moscow.
Marilyn and I of course knew that
1977 was the Queen’s Silver Jubilee year,
and one Saturday morning in our apartment
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Silver
1977

Once the entourage were in the palace
grounds and the palace gates shut, the police
allowed the crowd to approach. En masse we
surged forward, and we the Archer family
found ourselves not that far from the black
wrought iron fence that protects that part of
the palace forecourt. Naturally and in due
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course HM and the royal family appeared on
the palace balcony – and we all cheered our
hearts out…cheering loudly again when the
RAF did a fly past. We Archers went home
thoroughly pleased with ourselves – that we
had taken a chance to see and even
participate in something historic.
But that was not the end of our Silver
Jubilee adventures. Later in the summer,
Roger and I received word from the Canadian
Embassy that it had some invitations to one
of the Queen’s garden parties at Buckingham
Palace. We immediately applied, and shortly
thereafter received official invitations on
palace letterhead signed by the Lord High
Chamberlain.

The garden party was a few weeks
away, but Marilyn and Moira had great fun
heading down to shops like Harrods (which
at the time was affordable) to search for just
the right outfit, including the mandatory
gloves and hat. It was easier for Roger and
me (and obviously less fun) – we’d be in
uniform.
Finally the big day arrived. We put
the four kids with babysitters and headed
into town. We had been given two options
for finding our way to the extensive garden at
the rear of the palace – either through the
front entrance of the palace itself or through
a gate in the garden wall somewhere to the
rear…. No contest!
It took a while to wend our way
through the palace, all the time admiring the
decor, but it was well worth it. Finally we
found ourselves descending a rather grand
stone staircase down to the greensward to
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join the thousands of others, all in their best
finery, on the grass and around the royal
ponds with their ducks. White marquees
had been erected to act as covered places for
tea and sandwiches.
We soon got the hang of how things
were organized. Rather than the Royals
leaping into a general melee, lanes were
cleared though the crowd so that a lone
Royal could make her or his way to meet and
greet and chat with some lucky people.
Along with the Bernards we could see
a lane set up for the Duke of Edinburgh. We
decided to join the crowd near the far end of
the lane. We could see the Duke at the
beginning of the lane dressed in full grey
morning suit with cravat, tails and
mandatory top hat, which he was carrying in
his hand
Shortly we were approached by a
young-looking naval officer who had been
making his way down the lane in advance of
the Duke. He turned out to be the Duke’s
Junior Equerry. He engaged us in some
pleasantries, and then excused himself. Soon
thereafter a full Colonel, the Duke’s Senior
Equerry, did the same thing. Finally we were
approached by a gentleman called Lord
Neville, the Duke’s Personal Secretary.
Apparently we passed muster, because he
invited us out of the crowd to stand as a
group in the middle of the laneway.
Okay, so we were about to be
introduced to the Duke of Edinburgh, whom
we could see talking with other groups that
had been pulled out of the crowd, and slowly
making his way in our direction. Roger and I
looked at each other and acknowledged that
that this was the first (and probably only)
time that we were glad we were wearing the
weird green uniform of the Canadian Forces.
It was certainly eye-catching, and maybe the
only reason we had been noticed. We then
agreed that he and I wouldn’t bow, we’d only
salute.
Meanwhile, Marilyn and Moira were
discussing the intricacies of the curtsey.
They finally decided on the right foot slightly
back, the left knee bent, and the head tipped
demurely forward.
Before the Duke arrived, the Junior
Equerry chatted with us again, to give some
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ground rules – one of which was that the
Duke was to be the sole initiator of any line
of conversation. That is, we were not to
speak until spoken to.
At last the moment arrived and the
salutes and curtsies were impeccable. But
the Duke found that he had very little in
common with us middle class Canadians and
he struggled with initiating the small talk.
And given our green uniforms, he couldn’t
even relate to Roger and me as fellow naval
officers. We weren’t supposed to help him, so
we waited quietly for any opportunity to
respond and did so when appropriate. The
conversation lasted all of 8 minutes, if not
less. So unfortunately the encounter with
the Duke was a little unsatisfying, even a
touch anti-climactic.
But not to worry, we were so pleased
to be participating in the Jubilee garden
party and knew that we now had a story to
tell our grandchildren. But of course the
party wasn’t over. We made our way over to
the Queen’s lane, which had been expanded
to a wide circle where she could pick the
direction she’d like to go and, as far as I
could tell, meet whomever she chose.
Next we went over to the circle of
people surrounding the Prince of Wales,
Prince Charles. This was before he had met
Diana, and he was alone. He approached a
couple near to us and his first words were,
“Have you had your pocket picked yet?” He
was much livelier than his father had been,
and was actually making an effort to
resonate with the crowd.
The remainder of the time the four of
us just enjoyed the gardens and the
atmosphere and the sense of pride everyone
was carrying. Eventually we took part in the
tea and sandwiches.
Fast forward. For Marilyn and me,
our next exposure to such matters occurred
25 years later, in 2002, the year of the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee. I was in the Naval
Section on the NATO International Staff, and
Marilyn was in the highly enviable position of
“NATO Wife”, with all its rights and
privileges. The job was going well, and
Marilyn and I had developed a wide coterie of
international friends – life was good.
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When it came time to award the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal to Canadians
in Brussels the usual high-ranking suspects
were first in line, but then the Canadian
Embassy found that it had one left over. The
Embassy approached Ambassador David
Collins, who had an office one hallway over
from me. He had the job of leading the
integration of Partnership-for-Peace nations
into NATO affairs. David, who is a
longstanding member of NAC-Ottawa (his
father was an admiral and he himself had
seen sea service in the Navy), was asked to
find an appropriate recipient of the medal.
He sent out an internal email to the 50-or-so
Canadians on the International Staff, asking
for nominations along with rationales. As it
turned out, Marilyn and I were selected.
How this came about deserves some
explanation. When I left my last naval
posting on the NATO Military Staff and took
up the position on the civilian International
Staff, since we had lived in Brussels for two
years the transition (for example, from
subsidized, embassy-controlled
accommodations to a place we rented on the
open market) was relatively painless. But
other Canadian newcomers to the
International Staff weren’t so lucky. This
came to a head when a young mother
appeared on the scene, pregnant and with a
babe in arms, arrived at NATO HQ to take up
an IT position, having left her husband
working at his teaching job back in Canada.
She went looking for some help in getting
settled, but the Canadian Military Delegation
told her that she was on her own. She was
eventually helped by some other members of
the Canadian community on the civilian side,
but the lesson was learned. The Canadian
community occasionally met as a group
socially, and at one such gathering, some
women proposed that the Canadians form a
“Canadian Contact Group”, to be there to
help out newcomers and any other Canadian
for that matter. For my part, I offered to
write a periodic newsletter to be distributed
to all International Staff Canadians – to
introduce newcomers, provide info on
upcoming Canada-related events, and even
informing the Canadians about such things
as the ongoing saga of the non-recognition of
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Canadian driving license by Belgian
authorities (it’s a long story).
We actually had another group already
in existence at NATO HQ – the Brussels
Branch of the Naval Officers Association of
Canada (NOAC), which met for lunch
monthly. I became the Branch Vicepresident, with George Brown as President.
This group was not suited to do the
Canadian Contact Group type of work, as it
focused on the retired Canadian military
working at NATO or just living in Brussels.
It wasn’t long before the lead women
moved with their retiring husbands back to
Canada, but we kept the contact group
going. It became a generator of social and
other events for all Canadians at NATO.
When we had first arrived in Brussels,
Canada Days were organized by the
Canadian military, but it wasn’t long before
they couldn’t find the volunteers to lead with
the preparation. A retired army colonel
named Mac Savage and his wife Pat were the
ones who had stepped into the breach.
Their preparations were entirely
successful, and included Canadians not
only from the International Staff, but also
from the military delegations and the
ambassadors and staff from the three
Canadian embassies in Brussels (to
NATO, to Belgium and to the EC).
The Savages were also the ones
that had taken over the organization of
Remembrance Day ceremonies at the
Commonwealth grave site in the main
Brussels cemetery in the commune of
Evere, not far from NATO HQ. They had
to step in when once again the Canadian
military delegation had given up on
organizing it. This became an annual
event that the Canadian Contact Group
continued after the Savages had
departed, and after each ceremony we all
enjoyed retiring to a pub across the road
from the cemetery main gates for beer and
sandwiches, a pub that was amazingly full of
RCAF memorabilia.
As it turned out, my work on the
newsletter gradually morphed into more and
more of a leadership role in the Canadian
community. As the eventual de facto leader
I was the one who spoke at the gatherings,
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saying goodbye, for example, to departing
Canadians. And I was the one who dealt
with the three embassies to get them to
recognize at least the existence of the
Canadian (orphan) community on the
International Staff.
And with the departure of the Savages
that had initiated them, Marilyn became the
principal organizer of the annual Canada
Day picnics for the Brussels area, a huge
task. We first held them at the American
High School, on the softball field, but after
9/11 the school became an armed camp, and
we had to move the picnics to the British
School, on the cricket pitch.
So you see where this is leading. By
the time David Collins canvassed the
Canadians on the International Staff for the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal, the names of
Marilyn and I came up. We were awarded
the medal in a brief ceremony in the
Canadian NATO Ambassador’s offices.

Golden
2002

A report on the ceremony was
published in the NATO HQ newspaper.
Lucky for me, I’m the one that gets to wear
the medal. S
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The Editor is solely responsible for the
contents. Items from Soundings may be
reproduced by other publications providing
credit is given to Soundings, NAC - Ottawa,
or any by-lined author.

Naval Association of Canada Ottawa
Membership Directory
A Directory is enclosed with each autumn
issue as an aid to our membership.
However, its accuracy depends on how we
are advised about errors, changes and
additions. We now have most members
who are on the Internet and with whom the
Branch can communicate with ease -- a
magnificent
medium
for
the
rapid
movement of information. Please advise
your Membership Chair, Rich Gimblett, of
changes to your email address. When email
messages are bounced you are removed
from the network.
Soundings
This newsletter was founded in 1982. It is
published twice a year, normally in May
and November, reporting on NAC - Ottawa
programs and activities, trends and other
matters of interest to its members. This
and previous editions are posted on the
branch web site:

www.navalassoc.ca/soundings

Return undeliverable address blocks to:
Publications Mail
Naval Association of Canada – Ottawa
Box 505, Station B, Ottawa, ON K1P 5P6
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Contributions, input, feedback, ideas,
anecdotes,
naval
signals,
trivia,
reminiscences, humour, salty dips, good
and bad news items, comments and letters
to the Editor are welcome and invited.
Submissions
by
email
(preferred),
telephone, mail, fax, CD or memory stick
are welcome. Electronic document files
should be converted to WORD format
before transmission to the Editor. Images
should be in jpeg format. Please remove all
automatic formatting!
Soundings returns in May 2013. Please
send contributions to the Editor by March
31st, 2013.
Mailing Address: Richard Archer, Editor
Soundings, 12 Zokol Crescent, Ottawa,
Ontario, K2K 2K5. Phone/fax: (613) 2709597, or preferably by email at:
richmar.archer@rogers.com.
Production Notes: Soundings is produced
by the Editor using his personal computer
word processor. It is printed commercially
by Postlink Corporation, 101 Innes Park
Way 208, Ottawa, ON K1B 1E3. Phone 613
882-2269, Fax: 613 521-3015, or email to
Leonard Mandel at len@postlink.ca.
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